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*The Kiosk for CALCMENU is limited to 5000 recipes viewed per month.
**May be currently available for other CALCMENU Enterprise/ Pro/ Chef products.

Features

KIOsK FOr CaLCMeNu
Your recipes anytime, anywhere

The Kiosk for CALCMENU allows chefs and food service professionals share recipes from the CALCMENU 
program thru any mobile device such as tablets and smartphones, making recipe reference and sharing much 
easier, faster, convenient, and a lot more fun for its users.

Kiosk for CALCMENU is included on version 16 and up. Click here to upgrade to the latest CALCMENU version.

For CALCMENU users with an active Support Renewal and Update Plan, the Kiosk for CALCMENU is included* 
with all of its features.

Fast and  advanced search 

Recipe of the day - shows 
recipes planned for the day

Open multiple recipes at the
same time

Compatibility with multiple 
devices (iPad, iPhone, Android, 
and Windows phone, etc.)

Resize recipe

Print recipe details

Available in English, French, 
German, and Italian

HOW It WOrKs
By activating the Kiosk, your recipes will be 
automatically synchronized with the EGS 
secured cloud server. EGS has implemented 
stringent measures to ensure that your data is 
safe from security threats. 

With Kiosk for CaLCMeNu, you can access 
your recipes from virtually anywhere on 
any device. Managing, retrieving, sharing, 
and viewing recipes can be done instantly 
with a few taps or clicks on your screen. 

Exciting new features to look forward to 
in this edition:

WHat’s IN stOre
FOr Future eDItIONs?

 A Nutrient values, GDA, and allergens
 A Recipe costing
 A Shopping List
 A Translation of recipes
 A Simple encoding of recipes
 A Share recipes via email**
 A Post recipes to social networking sites         

(Twitter, Facebook)**
 A Add comments to your recipes and view 

these comments in CALCMENU**
 A Metric and Imperial Units**
 A iPad, iPhone, Android applications
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